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Time and again we talk to stylists and salon owners 
who ask us how they can build their links with fashion 
and make it known. This led us to the feature on social 
networking and how it can be used to comunicate your 
fashion-awareness to your clients. 

Whether you’re an enthusiastic fashionista or you send 
some of your most fashion-savvy stylists to LFW [the 
easiest way to get them involved is to get them onto 
an art team], you should be shouing about it.

Working in the industry you do, you’re the expert when 
it comes to all things fashion and you’ll be surprised at 
how receptive your clients are. Next time they’re sat in 
the chair, why not share your insight on what the latest 
trends are – what was on the catwalk, what the celebs 
are sporting. 

The problem we’ve realised through our research is that 

a lot of stylists leave this chat at the chair, yet your clients 
are still listening from the moment they step outside to 
the moment they return. Where? Social networks.

Whether its Twitter, Facebook or Pinterest, your clients 
are on there and, it’s no longer limited to the youth – 
last week my 70 year old uncle Tweeted me!

It’s easy once you get started and with a little Tweet 
here and a ‘Like’ there, you’ll grow a following of 
clients who believe in your fashion integrity. 

Now if that’s not a reason to read on, I don’t know 
what is. 

‘til next time...

Joanne Charlton
Editor

A NOTE  
FROM...

Eugene Lin, courtesy of Toni&Guy
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Classic hair trends are revisited 
and re-imagined each year at 
fashion week with session 
stylists keen to put their own 
stamp on them. Meet the hair 
styles that have set the tone for 
spring summer 14.

[Seen at: DKNY, 
Missoni and 

Luis Buchinho]
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The humble pony once again reared 
its beautiful head. In New York it was 
Eugene Souleiman, Global Creative 
Director for Wella Professionals who 
recreated this stylish, yet classic look 
on the DKNY runway. 

“To celebrate the anniversary, Donna 
created a big collection with many 
different segments, with a lot of 
models, so I wanted to create a look 
of uniformity that helped to tie the 
many segments of the collection 
together. To me, DKNY is all about 
youthful and natural sophistication, 
and the hair look needed to embody 
this,” added Eugene.

At Missoni Eugene 
accessorised 
the hair using 
tricoloured faux 
ponys with a high-
shine finish looped 
into the model’s 
real hair, which 
had been doused 
in Wella Ocean 
Spritz and left 

to dry naturally 
for a matte, fluffy 
texture. A clear 
texture divide has 
never been more 
evident. 

However, at Roksanda Ilincic, styling 
maestro Luke Hersheson matched 
the feminine theme of the fashion 
with oversized neoprene bows on low 
and understated ponys. Hair was kept 
matte and slightly undone to suit an 
easy no-fuss vibe that set the scene 
for a care-free summer.

The headband has also made 
a comeback as this year’s 
hottest pony accessory. 
We spotted leather studded 
headbands at Valentino and 
classic black elastics over at 
Victoria Beckham and Vera Wang, 
which gave the hair a very simple, 
utilitarian feel. 

The glossed pony was kept 
underneath the band to add 
to the sports luxe fashion at 
Vera Wang but swung loose 
at Victoria Beckham. 

Modern Pony
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[Seen at: Antonio Berardi, 
Tabernacle Twins and 

Mara Hoffman]

Super-size or super-skinny, 
this season’s plait is more 
strategically placed than 
ever and represents a fresh 
transformation for the season 
ahead.

At Antonio Berardi, two 
carefully placed braids gave 
the boyish slicked-back look 
something unexpected. This 
trend is easy for clients to try 
and complements all kinds of 
hair, so have fun with them.

Always add shine, L’Oréal 
Professionnel styling 
ambassador Anthony Turner 
tips: “The trick to making high 
shine more wearable is to use 
your finger tips to pat L’Oréal 
Professionnel Mythic Oil along 
your parting to create a top-of-
the-head highlight that bounces 
the light.” 

Another look that 
deserves to be 
acknowledged is 
the antenna-
like braids at 
Sophia Webster. 
It took almost 
an hour to do 

each girl 
but the 
results 
were 
striking. 

Our eye was caught 
at Tabernacle Twins 
too, where Toni&Guy 
stylists pushed hair to 
one side and cleverly 
plaited scalp braids 
crept from the ear 
upwards to create 
a faux-undercut. 
Impressive eh?

Power Plait
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Kenzo’s gang girls 
knew no fear thanks 
to Anthony Turner’s 
wet-look side part that 

gave way to naturally 
textured lengths 
with a bend, not 
a curl.

At Dries Van 
Noten, the parting 
took centre stage 
as session stylist 
Sam McKnight 
highlighted the line 
using 24 karat gold 
foil – a look that 
was both subtle and 
chic.

The side part at 

Roland Mouret was inspired by 
nineties clubbing and stylists 
backstage took a flexible 
‘whatever’s needed’ approach to 
the hair product; by and large, this 
meant that the girls with curlier 
hair were given a wet-look using 
serum or oil, while finer hair was 
misted with gloss. 

At Prada the hair was reminiscent 
of school girl style, yet the deep 
sweeping fringe gave the look 
a strong feel. Backstage guru 
Guido Palau explains: “The Prada 
girl is by no means sweet and 
innocent. I suppose there’s almost 
a gang-like mentality to this look. 
These girls project an exclusive 
consortium, in that they are all 
effortlessly chic.” 

Side Lines

[Seen at: Prada, 
Honor, Christopher
Raeburn]
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New Wave

Season after season, the always 
coveted ‘cool girl’ look is revived on 

the runways – always with a fresh 
take. Spring Summer 14 was 

certainly no exception as the 
Bumble and bumble backstage 

team took cues from the streets of 
NYC, crafting lived-in looks with 
street-styled texture at Teatum 

Jones and Marcus Lupfer.
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But they’re not the only ones with their 
finger on the pulse. 

Zoe Irwin, UK ghd Creative Director and 
Cool Hunter says: “This season hair is 
a juxtaposition of youthful energy with 
a grown up edge.” The spotlight was 
on the skater girl, with easy hair falling 
in lived-in waves at Isabel Marant, who 
casually-parted curtains of hair, and Yves 
Saint Laurent, which styled a side-swept 
version. 

At Zoe Jordan, inspiration came from the 
grown-up skater girl, the woman who 
used to spend her days in the abandoned 
car park on her board. “She used to put 
her hair up and down as the sun rose and 
set,” says Kenna. “It created beautiful 
bends that weren’t quite waves and her 
hair just sits naturally that way now.”

This street influence travelled from 
Antonio Berardi’s ‘exquisite urban’ 
theme in Milan to British-born Giles, who 
showed Adidas shell-tops and gazelles. 
Throughout, hair remained carefree and 
young with an overriding feel of beautiful 
texture and covetable condition.

[Seen at: Antonio Berardi,
Giles, Palmer Harding,
Jean-Pierre Braganza,

Zoe Jordan, Antipodium, 
Osman, 

Jonathan Sanders]
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[Seen at: Eugene Lin, 
Etro, Swedish School,

and Jen Kao]

Sporty Sleek
Smooth hair was taken to the 
next level as a visible theme in 
many of the looks the Bumble 
and Bumble backstage team 
created for spring summer 14. A 
controlled, soft style is great on 
its own but adding a precisely 
placed parting or a pony can add 
polish and panache.

Supermodels Cindy 
Crawford, Helena 
Christensen and 
Claudia Schiffer 
were cited by 
many as the go-
to-girls for 
straight-spiration 
and signal a 
movement towards 
effortlessly 

strong femininity. 
The show that 
ticked all of 
the style boxes 
was Anthony 
Vaccarello, where 
hair was raked 
back to look 
both sporty and 
sophisticated. 

Anthony explains: “With 
her rich, heavy mane of 
healthy hair, this woman 
combines all the self assured 
sexiness of the original nineties 
supermodels with a modern 
day ease and spontaneity 
that makes it just that little bit 
cooler. This is hair in a hurry at 
its absolute best.”
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[Seen at: Erdem, 
Pritch and 

Bora Aksu]
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High Flyer
Spring summer 14 takes a more 
playful approach to updos with 
looks that are all about achieving 
a cashmere soft feel then letting 
those baby hairs roam free for a 
lovelorn fi nish.

L’Oréal 
Professionnel 
styling ambassador 
Anthony Turner 
gives his tips: 
“Create cashmere 
softness the night 
before with a 
cocktail of blowdry 
products then 
wrap hair around 
a large barreled 
tong before using 
a Mason Pearson 
to brush, brush 
and brush it out 
again.”

At Erdem, Anthony’s public 
schoolgirls combined the 
virgin softness of youthful 
hair with a wispy, haphazard 

twist that celebrated 
soft strays.

On a similar vibe, 
Chrysostomos 
Chamalidis 
explains the look 
at Bora Aksu: 
“The style I 
created was 
evocative of a 
beautiful rural 

Turkish peasant 
girl who’s been 
outside in the fi elds 
all day. Her look is 
youthful and fresh 

with a windswept, but 
not frizzy hair texture 
to complement Bora’s 
collection.”
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to brush, brush 
and brush it out 
again.”

At Erdem, Anthony’s public 
schoolgirls combined the 
virgin softness of youthful 
hair with a wispy, haphazard 

twist that celebrated 
soft strays.

On a similar vibe, 
Chrysostomos 
Chamalidis 
explains the look 
at Bora Aksu: 
“The style I 
created was 
evocative of a 
beautiful rural 

Turkish peasant 
girl who’s been 
outside in the fi elds 
all day. Her look is 
youthful and fresh 

with a windswept, but 
not frizzy hair texture 
to complement Bora’s 
collection.”
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[Seen at: 
Ashley Isham, 

Issey Miyake and 
Bernard Chandran]

The hair at Balmain was the kind 
many only dream of – voluminous 
and textured without a hint of 
flatness or frizz. 

This richness followed suit at 
Mary Katrantzou were hair was 
tucked into the high collars so 
that it took on a balloon shape at 
the back, with stray hairs loosely 
pulled out at the front for a touch 
of romance. 

At Burberry the 
hair was luxe 
and perfectly 
primed to create a 
naturally thick, 
enviably frizz-
free finish. To 
achieve this 
look, encourage 
your client’s 
to revamp their 
haircare routine 
for hair that 
looks as soft 
as it feels. 

“Day-old bed head 
and grungy textures 
have no place in a 
season that’s all about 
long lasting, mirror-
like shine. Play rebel 
with slicked-down 
styles, or soften it 
up for a prettier day 
look by just adding 
accents of shine,” 
says Anthony Turner 
who created the hair 
at Preen.

Touchable Texture
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The bun has always been a style 
staple, gracing the runways 
season after season and this 
spring summer 14 saw a modern 
twist on this well-loved classic.

Models hit 
the runway at 
Tata Naka with 
precision centre 
partings offset 
by beautifully 
sculpted ballet 
buns created with 
a dynamic take 
to the knot. This 
was achieved with 

careful pinning at 
the back of the 
head, and elastics 
that were placed 
through the middle 
so that when 
removed, buns took 
on a cantaloupe-
like shape.

Ekaterina Kukhareva saw 
Japanese Zen with an element of 
Geisha, and at Kitsch highly placed 
double knots stormed the catwalk 
inspired by the Japanese Maiko. 
Hair took on a beautiful shell-like 
quality, carefully moulded high on 
to the top of the head at Pearce 
Fionda.

Summer Knots

[Seen at: Tata 
Naka, Ekaterina 
Kukhareva and
Pearce Fionda]
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Giles, courtesy of Toni&Guy
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SOCIAL 
MEDIA

Put your salon in the fashion 
limelight through one of  the 

most valuable tools for 
business right now: social 

networks.
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Fashion and hair go together like, 
well, fish and chips. They work on 
their own, but they’re even better 
together. Hair is highly influenced 
by the catwalk and fashion so 
it’s as important to stay on top 
of the fashion industry as it is to 
be aware of the latest cutting 
techniques. Plus, you should be 
telling your clients about it

Using social media is the ideal 
way to do this; it’s a great way 
of reaching followers, gaining 
Facebook ‘likes’ and allows you, 
your salon and your stylists 
to establish yourselves as 
authorities in the fashion-field. 

There are so many different forms 
of social media and choosing which 
ones to use can be tricky. Pinterest is a 

platform for sharing images and creating 
online pinboards for different types of 
images which are then ‘pinned’ by others, 
increasing exposure. Facebook takes more 
time but can allow for longer posts and 
more imagery than Twitter, but often it’s 
down to personal taste.

Zoe Irwin, ghd uk brand ambassador is a 
big fan of Twitter and explains that it can 
be very useful for increasing exposure and 
raising the profile of a brand. She says: 
“I shot a page of my hair history book 
recently and referenced how the beards 
from 1890 were the same as the ones I’d 
spotted on the men languishing in London 
Fields that day. I was called immediately 
by a fashion magazine and asked for 
quotes for a piece about this trend.”

There are platforms available such as Hoot 
Suite, which will bring all of your social 

There are so many 
different forms of  social 

media and choosing 
which ones to use can be 

tricky.

Bora Aksu
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networks together under the same login. 
It allows you to schedule posts so you 
can dedicate them to publish at a set 
time every week, confident you’ll have 
continuity in your coverage. 

Smart phones have also made updating 
your profiles easier than ever – whether 
you’re on the move, grabbing a quick tea 
break between clients, or 
relaxing on the sofa after a 
long day. 

It’s not just Facebook, 
Twitter and Pinterest 
that are great for aligning 
your salon and stylists 
as fashion forward, blog 
posts will endorse the 
company’s brand profile 
and skills. Liane Reilly, 
Marketing & Digital 
Media Executive, Balmain 
Paris Hair Couture says: 
“Blogging shows what 
the company has achieved 
and provides a platform to 
show off your skills and 
help educate your clientele on something 
that’s of interest to them. 

“Blogging about new 
products, how to use 

them, handy hints 
and tips and styles 
created is really 
important as it 
provides inspiration 
for clients, giving 
them something to 
relate to and aspire 

to recreate.” By doing 
this, it sets the salon 

[and individual stylists] 
apart from competition 

and reinforces the look of 
a high-end, prestigious and 

fashion-led salon.

Whatever platform you 
choose, you need to have 

your finger on the pulse of 
the fashion world and align 
your salon as a fashion-
focused brand, whether 

you’re sending stylists 
to work backstage 
or not.

Richard Phillipart, owner of The Boutique 
Salon & Spa, works backstage at London 
Fashion Week for L’Oréal Professionnel 
and says: “You don’t have to be 
backstage to tweet about what’s going 
on, retweeting is a great way to keep 
your feed up-to-date across all the fashion 
weeks.’

One thing you do have 
to do is post regularly 
if you want to increase 
your brand exposre. 
Not sure what to post? 
Caroline Ash at Jools PR, 
a public relations agency 
that specialises in hair 
and beauty, says: “We 
encourage our salons 
to use social media and 
most treat it as a big 
part of their promotional 
campaigns. It keeps 
customers in touch with 
trends during the red 
carpet season and fashion 
weeks. We tell our salons 
to not only report on 

the hair but also the fashion, giving their 
opinion on new looks and trends and 
giving tips on how to achieve hairstyles at 
home.”

More and more, people of all ages are 
heading online at all times of the day and 
night, meaning it’s never been easier 
to talk to your clients. They want to be 
inspired by the latest trends in hair and 
fashion and you want them to trust you as 
their source. 

Fashion week is a great starting point 
but trends are constantly evolving so 
there’s always something to write about. 
Encourage your stylists to post images of 
their latest styles and cuts all year through. 
Before and after photos of stylists’ work 
are also really effective. Have any celebs 
been in lately? Take a snap and get it on 
there. 

L’Oréal Professionnel’s Digital Media 
Marketing Team warns not to post for the 
sake of it – it has to be relevant content 
to your audience. You can see how well 
they’re engaging and what posts pique 
their interest by asking questions.

It’s not just 
Facebook, Twitter 
and Pinterest that 

are great for aligning 
your salon and 

stylists as fashion 
forward, blog posts 

will endorse the 
company’s brand 
profile and skills.

Christopher Raeburn
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BACKSTAGE 
TWEETING GUIDE

Richard Phillipart, owner 
of  The Boutique 

Salon & Spa
1: Never Tweet before the 

show starts. 

2: Always credit the 
lead stylist and product 

sponsors.

3: Make sure your Tweets 
are snappy and interesting 
to your target followers.

4: Everyone loves an 
exclusive backstage 

snap but be careful not 
to release an image that 
might be compromising 
to any person or brand 
you’re working with.
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If  you’re one of  the lucky 
salons sending one or more of  

your staff  to fashion week,
this is the ideal 

opportunity for your stylist to 
post about the event. 

One of the biggest trends to come out 
of social networks in recent years is the 
use of the #hashtag. It allows followers 
to search for content they’re interested 
in so don’t forget to #hashtag anything 
of interest in your post. If it’s Rihanna’s 
latest do, then how about #Rihanna #Hair 
#Updo. 

You need to get in the mind of your clients 
and #hashtags can be a great way to do 
that. Sit down with your salon team and 
compile a list of words you think your 
clients – new, old and potentials – will 
search for. Then post content around 
these. If your clients are searching for 
#MilaKunis, you need to be posting about 
her new colour, latest style and “how-
tos”.

If you’re one of the lucky salons sending 
one or more of your staff to fashion week 
this is the ideal opportunity for your stylist 
to post about the event – what it’s like 
backstage, who they’ve seen, snaps of 
hairstyles they love and what they think 
will be really big, are all key information. 

Emma Stavrinides, PR Manager for Wella 
UK and Ireland says social media is a great 

tool for profiling both salons and 
stylists, especially during fashion 
week, which is covered heavily 
across all social media. 

“Our stylists are encouraged 
to post their created looks at 
fashion week on Twitter, Pinterest 
and Facebook. The Wella 
Facebook page even links up with 
stylists’ Facebook accounts who 
are involved in creating the looks 
and posts live from backstage 
to keep fans up-to-date. It’s a 
fantastic opportunity to introduce 
yourself, and your work into the 
world of fashion week.”

Being able to work backstage is 
a great opportunity for the stylist 
and the salon they come from 
when you make the most of it. 
Either way, you and your teams 
should be maximising the social 
networking potential. 

Bora Aksu

Palmer Harding
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WHAT’S 
WHAT

Fashion stretches thousands of  miles from the Big 
Apple to our Capital, and as  anyone who’s ever played 
Chinese whispers knows, terminology often gets lost 

and misinterpreted along the way. Matthew Curtis has 
flown the globe in his session styling ‘guise so we 

asked him to share some of  the most common 
terminology swaps from the US to the UK.
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BANGS = Fringe

BRAID = Plait

FLAT IRONS = Straighteners

CURLING IRONS = Tongs

PONYTAIL HOLDER = Bobble

TEASE OR RAT = Backcomb

BUNCH = Ponytail

KIRBY GRIPS = Hair Grip

BOBBY PINS = Hair Grip

BARETTE = Slide

BLOWOUT = Blowdry

BUN = Chignon 
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BACKSTAGE
Creativity is the name of the game and 
extensions allow it like never before 
whether it’s a fringe, hair up, flash of colour 
or just more hair that’s needed.  

And backstage at fashion week it’s needed 
in abundance as long ponys like those seen 
at Antonio Berardi often need a little extra, 
to help the hair look its best and consistent 
across the models. 

Extensions are a great way to increase 
volume and improve texture as well as 
adding length, which is why demand has 
grown so quickly. Even catwalk models 
with extremely long hair can benefit from 
the volume hair extensions offers. 

Time poor hairdressers 
can learn a lot from the backstage scene

where stylists are often expected to
transform 20 + stylists

in a matter of  minutes. But they have a secret weapon –
it’s hair on demand. 

SECRET 
WEAPON

“Extensions are mostly used for 
their volume and texture benefits on 
professional shoots and catwalks,” says 
Foxy Hair’s Hayley Fox. 

“Some models can have quite stubborn 
straight hair that falls flat very quickly 
making it hard to give it a messy texture, 
but extensions are extremely adaptable 
and they will allow stylists to easily 
create the fashion looks they want 
without any fuss. They’re also great for 
adding extra volume for those popular 
bouffant looks.”

INSTANT STYLE
Hair extensions are a must in any session 
style bag – primarily hair pieces, clip-ins 

and tape-ins. The beauty is they can be 
added in an instant for the runway and then 
removed to send the model on their way. 
This is also their charm for consumers to be 
able to recreate a look at home under your 
guidance. 

The easiest way to retail them in your salon 
is to offer a service where you style the hair 
with the hair piece and they get to keep it 
after. It’s an easy sell with their booming 
popularity among celebs.

Extensionist Michelle Griffin says: 
“We’re seeing more celebs and catwalk 
models than ever with hair extensions. 
This in turn increases clientele who want 
to recreate these looks.”
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SECRET 
WEAPON

Hayley agrees adding: “Hair extensions 
are growing year on year, especially with 
celebrities like Beyonce and Jessie J always 
changing their look but ultimately opting for 
extensions again. 

“There’s a huge demand for hair extensions 
and also for clip-in accessories, which help 
those who may not be the best at styling 
their hair obtain a look easily and without 
having to actually style their hair! We 
definitely experience an increase in turnover 
every year.”

DIVERSITY
The popularity of extensions is booming as 
brand and product choice grows. Balmain 
Hair for example offers Clip Tape Extensions 
from the Balmain Backstage Collection – 
ideal for photographic shoots and show 
work, or for clients who wish a quick fix 
makeover. Balmain Hair’s Ombré Colour 
and Elegance Ponytails are also falling in line 
with the biggest trends across the catwalks.

Remi Cachet Founder 
Victoria Lynch says: 
“Extensions are widely 
available and with such 
range of choice of 
quality and price; they 
really are accessible to 

everyone. Remi Cachet are reporting sales 
up 50 to 60 percent since last year.”

EDUCATION
Instant pieces have regained confidence 
in the entire extensions market after some 
bad press about permanent choices, which 
was the result of poor quality brands and 
unskilled application. A lot has been done 
by way of education now though with most 
of the respectable brands such as Racoon, 
Great Lengths, Balmain and Remi Cachet, 
offering their own training programmes. 

Victoria adds: “The choice of application 
methods is varied so a stylist can choose 
to work in a preferred method and clients 
have more choice to select the right hair 
extensions for their budget and lifestyle.”

With so much choice it can be difficult to 
know what you should be offering, but 
Hayley makes it easy by saying: “I believe 
salon owners should offer as many different 

options to clients as 
possible.”

Clip-in extensions 
and wefts should be 
suggested to clients 
as well as permanent 
extensions as they will 
provide completely 
different looks. Clip-in 
extensions and wefts 
can easily create updos 
and extra volume, but 
salon owners should 
show clients how to 

apply these in the correct manner.

Permanent extensions can be used to create 
the illusion of thicker, longer hair for those 
who want a long-term solution. Similarly to 
clip-ins, salon owners should also advise 
clients that permanent extensions are not 
just for adding length but also volume as 
several options such as full head, half head 
and ¾ head are available in order to meet 
different clients’ needs.

Once you get really confident, get creative: 
“We saw a lot of low ponys and messy plaits 
on the catwalk,” says Michelle. “For messy 
plaits, you can use normal hair extension 
attachments or buy a plaited extension and 
messy it up. You can also create messy 
updos with attachments as you have more 
volume and length to play with.”

BUILD CLIENT INTEREST
Victoria says there are lots of simple ways 
to get clients interested in extensions 
like having some out on display, putting a 
great collection of celeb photos to hand 
for consultations and holding a late night 
preview so your loyal clients can see a 
transformation. “Our biggest tip would be to 
train your whole team to be ready to explain 
more about the benefits and how to handle 
any concerns like how to maintain them.” 

If you really want to get your clients 
interested, stop referring to them as 
extensions, according to Michelle: “Sell 
them to your clients as volume placements, 
colour placements and length placements.”

Still, if you’re talking to them about what’s 
on the catwalk, that should be all the selling 
it needs.

The choice of  application 
methods is varied so a 

stylist can choose to work 
in a preferred method and 
clients have more choice to 

select the right hair 
extensions for their budget 

and lifestyle.
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The growth of  the extensions 
market shows no sign of  
slowing down, and it’s unlikely 
to, with the versatility of  
products on offer from Balmain 
Hair. And with it’s affiliation to 
Balmain Paris Couture fashion 
house, it has a true fashion 
heritage and links to the 
catwalks of  London, Paris, 
Milan and New York. With 
such a fantastic heritage it’s no 
surprise that the Balmain Hair 
portfolio is one to be 
reckoned with.

HAIR 
WITH 
FASHION
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In an era where clients expect more 
from their salons, offering a service 
that can give them more oomph to help 
them keep up with the trends – either 
instantly, or in the longer term – is sure 
to be a winner.

Whether it’s instant colour 
transformations to achieve this season’s 
ever-popular and reinvented Ombre, or 
clip-in hair pieces to create your very 
own interpretation of the classic pony, 
Balmain Hair has it. 

After years of dedication to the art of 
extensions, Balmain Hair has also put its 
expertise into products and developed 
the Balmain Paris Styling Line.

Designed for session stylists by session 
stylists, these products do what they 
say [and they’re called what they do – 
Texturising Salt spray adds definition, 
texture and body.] This six-strong 
product range is clean and clear, with 
no nonsense packaging and they all 
provide lightweight, versatile styling – 
essential for any Catwalk.

Learn the art of extensions with Balmain 
Hair with a choice of three main training 
packages in Fill-Ins, DoubleHair and 
Système Volume. 

ADVANCED LENGTH COURSE – 
Focusing on creating a completed head 
of hair extensions, this course uses 
DoubleHair, Balmain Hair’s most modern 
extension system for volume and length. 
Ideal for those with a basic hair extension 
skill-set.

FASHION FOCUS COURSE – Learn the 
alternative cold fusion technique for 
clients who don’t want to use a heat 
bonded system. Quick and affordable, this 
bond-free service can be administered 
using soft rings and tape.

FOUNDATION DESIGN COURSE – 
Students who are new to Balmain 
Hair extensions will benefit from this 
one-day course, which covers all the 
fundamentals, from application to safe 
removal. 

The next Master Class Hair Fashion Shoot 
is April 12-14 with Laurent Decreton. 
For other dates in 2014 or to book go to 
balmainhair.com or call 0800 781 0936.

Up Your Game
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Situated on the famous Rue Royale, 
the Paris Academy of Balmain Hair 
was host to the first edition of the 
Master Class Hair Fashion Shoot 
with Laetitia Guenaou, a true hair and 
fashion guru.

This two-day event included new 
techniques and backstage tips and 
a professional photo shoot with an 
international team of a photographer, 
model, stylist and makeup artist.

Passionate about hair, Laetitia 
creates her own images and trends 
in harmony with the seasons. 
Her creativity has given her the 
opportunity to work with big names 
such as Armani, Yves Saint Laurent, 
Paco Rabanne and now Balmain Hair.

She’s not the only one. The second 
Master Class Hair Fashion Shoot 
was held by Multiple Coiffure Award 
winner Hester Wernert-Rijn again at 
the Balmain Hair Academy in Paris.

Hester Wernert-Rijn is passionate 
about hair and has gained years of 
experience at the international top 
of hairstylists. Her creativity has 
given her the opportunity to build 

a fantastic reputation, 
working with big names 

such as Valentino, 
Yamamoto, Kenzo, 
Stella McCartney, 
Supertrash, Chloé, 
Vogue, Elle and many 
more.

Participants from all 
over the world attended the 

Master Class officially 
endorsed by Balmain 
Hair, where Hester 
demonstrated 
her successful 
techniques and how 
to create new unique 
looks and styles 
using Balmain Hair.

Now that’s paying 
your fashion heritage 
forward.

Parisian Masterclass

Hair: Laetitia Guenaou official 
ambassador Balmain Hair 

Assistants: Mariann 
Ivansdóttir, Sandra Krouwer, 
Anna Wojnarowska, Adam 

Garland, Laila Carlsen, Kristina 
Gunnarstein Jacobsen, Thierry 

Pietu, Elie Eliakim, Marine
Photography: Richard Monsieurs 

Makeup: Anna Wojnarowska
Styling: LOF
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Parisian Masterclass

Free HABIA Certified Education • 6 Month Quality Guarantee • Extensive Product Portfolio

www.balmainhair.com • 0800 781 0936 • BalmainHairUK
Shop Online www.balmainhair.com/ukwebshop

The only leading hair extension brand with true fashion heritage  
the professional partner of choice
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NAIL IT!
Keeping up with nail trends was 
high on our fashion week to-do 
list. Here, nail guru Marian 
Newman shows how to recreate 
two of the key spring summer 

looks with the help of Kure Bazaar.
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Maiyet SS14 in Paris

Step 1: Prime nails with one 
coat of Kure Bazaar Clean to 
ensure a fl awless base.

Step 2: Apply one coat of 
Kure Bazaar Beige Milk for a 
natural look.

Step 3: To fi nish, apply 
one coat of Final Touch 
customised with iridescent 
metallic silver pigments for a 
subtle sheer effect. 

Marian predicts: “The summer 
version of the metallic 

shimmer is set to be big for 
nails this season.”

Trend spot: Nude
 nails were spotted at 

Matthew Williamson, 
Holly Fulton, Alice 

Temperley and Richard 
Nicoll at LFW.

Marios Schwab SS14 in London

Step 1: Create a 
smooth base with one 
coat of Kure Bazaar 
Clean Nail Primer.

Step 2: Next, apply 
one coat of Beige Milk 
for a classic nude look.

Step 3: Finish by 
applying Or Pur in a 
contouring effect on 
alternating places of 
the nails.

Prime nails with one 
coat of Kure Bazaar Clean to 

metallic silver pigments for a 

Next, apply 
one coat of Beige Milk 
for a classic nude look.

Apply one coat of 
Kure Bazaar Beige Milk for a 

customised with iridescent 
metallic silver pigments for a 

Apply one coat of 

metallic silver pigments for a 

Show stopping contour nails with gold 
were elegantly silhouetted on a base of  
flawless nude...

A dusting of  iridescent silver metallic set the nail 
scene at Maiyet...
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CATWALK
TO SIDEWALK

Shaping the trends from the new season, the 
TIGI Creative Team has worked on everything 
from intricate braids, to dramatic balloons of  
hair and beautifully groomed tousled waves. 
Say hello to the democratic season of  spring 

summer 14 where there’s something for 
everyone.
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“With the information and knowledge 
we take from working with inspirational 
fashion designers backstage at fashion 
weeks, we create our own key trends. 

We consider emerging textures and 
shapes, as well as the feeling and mood 
of the season and adapt these ideas to 
real-life. With small nuances, such as 
changing the parting position, creating 
different textures and using different 
products to style and finish hair, you 

can instantly update a style. For spring 
summer 14 we worked on everything 

from intricate braids, to beautifully 
groomed tousled waves and finally chose 
four key messages: Alter Ego, Castaway, 

Uptown Girl and Artisan.”
Maria Kovacs, TIGI European 

Session Director
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CASTAWAY
Inspired by the idea of 
summertime romance, 
whimsical escapism and being 
by the ocean, this look is about 
lightly tousled hair and a chic 
oversized pair of sunglasses. 

The playful colour palette takes 
inspiration from a theme of 
escapism. To create this holiday 

feeling we’re using intense 
pastels to give ‘sea-punk’ look. 
The colour techniques show 
subtle rainbow effects, with 
beautifully clashing pastel hues, 
such as fushia- lily, sea-blue 
raspberry-sorbet and, on longer 
lengths, tie-dye effects with 
accents such as mineral-blue.

ALTER EGO
This is about individualism, 
from rebellious gothic 
warriors at Mark Fast, 
intergalactic Marilyn 
Monroes at The Blondes 
and tough woodland 
nymphs at Zana Beyne. 
The key to this look is your 
imagination. Create a mood 
or a character and let your 
hair styling follow.

Hair colour is used to 
express mood and feelings 
and is an excellent 
accessory for the alter ego 
trend: The colour mood 
is expressive, clever and 
sharp with a high fashion 
edge. The palette is simple 
but effective ranging 
from hues such as deep 

raven black, porcelain 
white, iridescent sand 
and magenta red. The 
placement of colour is 
simple but effective, with 
all over block colour or two 
tone.

Seen at: Frankie 
Morello, Jean 
Paul Lespagnard

Seen at: Mark 
Fast, John 

Richmond, Iris 
Van Herpen, The 

Blondes, Zana 
Beyne
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UPTOWN GIRL
The uptown girl has been 
given a free-spirited makeover 
for the new season. Carefree, 
sophisticated and groomed 
to perfection, she has a 
rebellious edge. The key 
– clean and pretty parting, 
mussed up texture and 
lengths tucked away for the 
finishing cool touch. These are 
good girls, gone bad.

Her palette’s pretty and 
sophisticated with colours 
ranging from blondes to 
brunettes using hues such 
as jasmine-white, barley-

white, rose silk, elderflower, 
liquid metallic blonde, cocoa 
powder, malt chocolate, maple 
wood and deep leather brown.

ARTISAN
Nomadic fashion makes a big 
comeback to the catwalks. 
For hair, think waist-length 
braids or detailed Mohawk 
corn rows, playfully twisted 
around the head in true 
tribal fashion. Drawing on 
craftsmanship and the use 
of accessories plays a part in 
this bohemian trend.

This colour trend emphasises 
maximum tone and shine 
quality. It’s delicate, elegant 
and looks expensive. The 
technique is tailormade to 
suit the hairstyle and fashion 
style. This is a trend that 
works for tone-on-tone 
blondes, seamless blends 
for brunettes and a new 
and softer approach to the 
Novola technique (formerly 
ombré). 

The inspiration of this nature 
and ethnic trend-meets-
modern design, allows 

the colourist to translate 
the trend into strong, bold 
colours. The resulting palette 
ranges from strong blacks 
with accents of poppy to 
orange, fuchsia, plum violets 
and deep denim. 

Techniques include colour 
blocking and all-over colours.

Seen at: Alice & Olivia, 
Jonathan Simkhai, Osman, 

Antipodium, Ruffian

Seen at: Mara 
Hoffman, Alon 
Livné
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Being first for fashion is almost as – if  not 
more – important than being on-trend so we 

caught up with Antoinette Beenders for a 
sneak peak at autumn winter 14.

A LOOK 
AHEAD
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Aveda Global Creative Director Antoinette 
Beenders has made a name for herself as 
an iconic session stylist who travels the 
world in her quest to create beautiful hair. 
This took her behind the scenes at one of 
the most watched runway shows of the 
autumn winter season: Stella McCartney.

While there, Antoinette created a “soft, 
model off-duty look with a bit of an edge” 
for the presentation in New York City – 
inspired by Stella’s older sister’s love of 
the London first generation punk scene. 

“To create a foundation of beautiful, 
healthy hair – I used an Aveda prep 
product specific to each model’s hair 
texture and condition needs,” says 
Antoinette. “We put short hair up in a 
loose, undone chignon and kept long hair 
down with a barely there wave created by 
twirling sections of hair and letting it set 
with a little heat. 

“We completed each look by tousling 
and running new Aveda Dry Remedy 
Moisturizing Oil through hair for extra 
moisture and shine.”

So it looks like the trend of shiny, healthy-
looking hair is here to stay with an urban 
twist to the classic pony, but where did 
Antoinette get her inspiration?

“It was really about effortless,” she 
says. “New York loves effortless. This 
whole thing was about prepping hair and 
finishing it. Hair had a middle parting on 
good quality hair with a masculine feel. It 

“Next season is about the 
whole clown story. Black and 
white will be hot in hair and 
hair will get stronger – it’s 
going to be much bolder. Leigh 
Bowery’s a massive inspiration 
for autumn winter; we’ll see 
him popping up as a major icon 
with people dressing up in 
bizarre outfits. I think there’ll 
be an exhibition too.”
Antoinette Beenders 

was androgyny, Stella 
always likes her girl 
boy thing.”

Antoinette has a core 
team of six stylists 
working together, and it’s hectic, but in a 
good way as Antoinette says: “It’s like one 
big party. There are cakes made to look 
like cakes, sugar, candy and miniature kids 
– it’s like an upmarket kids birthday.”

How is it working with such a world-
renowned designer? Antoinette takes it 
in her stride saying: “The fist time I was 
a bit nervous and then I realised we’re all 
just humans – I learned that lesson early 
on in life. The real celebs, and people of 
substance are just like you and me, it’s the 
wannabes that are difficult. Stella knows 
what she likes but that’s good.”

Stella is famous for her strong beliefs 
on ethics and fashion and she’s a strict 
vegetarian and it is no doubt this that led 
to the designer’s affiliation with eco brand 
Aveda. It’s a relationship that seems to be 
working on all levels.

ANTOINETTE’S

MUST-HAVES
•  Aveda Prep products for 

different hair types
•  Aveda Control force – I can 

make anything with that
• Japanese hair brushes
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VIR
ILITY

Teddy boy styles were 
reworked and retro 

interpretations entwined into 
the boys ‘dos at London 
Collections: Men for the 

autumn winter season. And let 
us tell you, things are just 

hotting up.
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VINTAGE MADNESS
Vintage Madness is inspired by the looks 
from eras gone by, as seen at E. Tautz, 
Baartmans and Siegel. 

Toni&Guy Men’s Style specialist and 
Mens Hairdresser of the Year, Kevin 
Luchmun, says
this first take on retro styles combines 
1930s clean side partings at surprising 
angles. They’re placed either too high or 
too low on the side of the head to create 
a new dimension a classic look. 

The second vintage look emulates 
the 1970s volumised David Bowie ‘do 
complete with combed back sides and a 
flicked out finish.

MODERN DAY REBELLION
Josh Gibson, Sassoon Team Leader created 
a natural and effortless look at YMC. 

Talking about the mussed up, modern 
take for rebellious boys, he said: “We 
wanted to continue the feeling of easy-
going youth culture in the hair. The key is 
effortless texture and natural movement 
for that perfectly dishevelled, yet 
sophisticated look, with a matte finish.”
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This authentic 70s punk is raw 
and street inspired by the boys 

from the Kings Road. 

70S PUNK
This authentic 70s punk is raw and street 
inspired by the boys from the Kings Road. 
He was spotted in full force at Katie 
Eary where Tina Outen, Lead Stylist for 
Fudge created wings of fire using Fudge 
Paintbox. 

The ‘Prodigy-esque’ wings were held in 
place by blasting tons of Fudge Skyscraper 
and straightening the sections of the 
wings upwards with irons. 

Designer Katie says: “I wanted to take the 
essence of punk – and more importantly 
the 70s Seditionaries’ – which was 
traditionally home-made and create this 
aesthetic with one of the finest tailors on 
Saville Row, Richard Anderson. It’s kind of 
doing punk in reverse.”
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I wanted to take the essence of  
punk – and more importantly 
the 70s Seditionaries’ – which 
was traditionally home-made 
and create this aesthetic with 
one of  the finest tailors on 

Saville Row, Richard Anderson. 
It’s kind of  doing punk in 

reverse.
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Sibling used a palette that 
included coal-blacks, grey 

berry and arsenic. Through 
work-wear shapes, hand-

darned denim and the 
multi-layering of  knits, 

Sibling recreated a familiar 
silhouette but with a 

Sibling dynamic. 
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WORKING CLASS SCHOOL BOY
The working class school boy sports the 
pudding bowl cut with a gritty finish. 
It’s textured and dirty. Seen at Sibling, 
courtesy of Fudge’s Syd Hayes.

Sibling used a palette that included coal-
blacks, grey berry and arsenic. Through 
work-wear shapes, hand-darned denim 
and the multi-layering of knits, Sibling 
recreated a familiar silhouette but with a 
Sibling dynamic. 

The sides were short for this modern twist 
on the bowl cut, while Fudge Salt Spray 
played a part in creating texture in the 
fringe.

The sides were short for this 
modern twist on the bowl cut
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Haider Ackermann, courtesy of Wella
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LOOK

GET
THE

We’ve been behind the scenes scouring the 
hottest looks and have picked six of  our 
fave spring summer 14 hair trends from

this season’s catwalk. Find out how to 
recreate the looks from the boys n’ girls in the 

know, and complete the look with make-up tips 
from Lauren Mathis [@LaurenMmakeup].

GET RUNWAY SAVVY = STAY THREE STEPS AHEAD 
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chicRAW

Antonio Berardi, 
courtesy of Wella

Contrasts with unexpected braids make a debut.
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STEP 1: Prep with Wella 
Professionals Enrich Shampoo and 
Conditioner and blowdry hair straight.

STEP 2: Section off the top and front 
sections, leaving an under section, and 
divide this in two, down the middle and 
spritz sections with Wella Professionals 
Perfect Setting. 

STEP 3: Create two braids, starting 
fl at to the scalp but pulling the braid out 
so that it sits away from the ear and spritz 
Wella Professionals Stay Styled Finishing 
Spray.

STEP 4: Release the sectioned off 
hair and straighten with irons clamping the 
ends to harden the look. 

STEP 5: Pat Wella Professionals Extra 
Volume Styling Mousse into the roots of 
the hair, combing each section through 
with a fi ne tooth comb. 

STEP 6: Take a wide tooth comb and 
rake hair back, creating a ‘rocker’ style 
effect then pin the hair above the braid 
above each ear and dry the mousse using 
a diffuser.

STEP 7: When set release the pins, 
pulling one braid forward and leaving the 
other to hang behind the shoulder.

Haute Coiffure

ends to harden the look. 

Volume Styling Mousse into the roots of 
the hair, combing each section through 
with a fi ne tooth comb. 

effect then pin the hair above the braid 
above each ear and dry the mousse using 
a diffuser.

other to hang behind the shoulder.

“The key to this look is to focus on 
perfecting a bold red lip and creating a 
fl awless fi nish. Illamasqua Skin Base is a 
great foundation; keep the same shade or 
go a shade lighter for a porcelain look and 
for lips experiment with MAC’s Ruby Woo 
or Lady Danger for a pop of colour,” says 
Lauren Mathis.

YOU’LL NEED
Wella Professionals 
Enrich Shampoo and 
Conditioner, Perfect 
Setting, Stay Styled 
Finishing Spray, Extra 
Volume Styling Mousse, 
irons, fi ne and wide 
tooth comb, a hairdryer 
with a diffuser and pins

Complete the look
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“First, apply the 
eyeshadow using your 
fi nger to apply in the 
middle of the lid and 
mix a small amount of 
the same eyeshadow with 
some Vaseline to create 
a matching coloured lip 
balm. Recreate the face 
art using Soap & Glory 
Felt Tip Liner – it’s 
great!” according to 
Lauren Mathis.

Complete the look

STEP 1: Prep hair with label.m Extra 
Strong Volume Mousse and blast dry.

STEP 2: For fi ner hair types, crimp 
internal sections of the hair to build 
volume. 

STEP 3: Backcomb in sections 
building in volume outwards from 
inwards against the natural fold of the 
hair.

STEP 4: Use a label.m Advanced 
Pro Wand to smooth and set the shape 
of the hairstyle.

STEP 5: Finish with label.m Dry 
Shampoo on the top and label.m Hold & 
Gloss Spray at the bottom for a contrast 
of textures.

YOU’LL NEED
label.m Extra Strong 
Volume Mousse, 
hairdryer, crimper, 
label.m Advanced Pro 
Wand, label.m Dry 
Shampoo and Hold & Gloss 
Spray

Haute Coiffure

Lauren Mathis.
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sculptor
MODERN

Fam Irvoll, courtesy of Toni&Guy

Hair was slicked and coloured white...inspired by the 99 ice cream! 
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GET THE 
ANTIPODIUM 
LOOK

Tousled texture takes on a 
contemporary edge on the 
Antipodium stage where 
girl next door meets 
elegant sophistication. 
Mastered by the TIGI 
Creative Team and not 
ones to keep their skill to 
themselves, they share the 
stages to the look here.

KIT BAG 

ESSENTIALS
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STEP 1
On dry hair, apply Catwalk Root 
Boost to the roots only. Use 

a colouring brush to paint 
the mousse onto the roots, 
keeping the middle and 
ends of the hair clean and 
natural.

STEP 2
Create a natural, low parting 
in the hair and then, using 
a medium round bristle 
brush, blowdry the hair 
smooth with a natural 
fi nish.

STEP 3 
To add a bit more character, 
secure either side of the 

hair with a bobby pin.

STEP 4 
If needed, lightly coat with 
Catwalk Work It Hairspray.

CATWALK 

WORK IT 

HAIRSPRAY

CATWALK 

ROOT 

BOOST

KIT BAG 

ESSENTIALS

On dry hair, apply Catwalk Root 
Boost to the roots only. Use Boost to the roots only. Use Boost to the roots only. Use 

a colouring brush to paint a colouring brush to paint a colouring brush to paint 
the mousse onto the roots, the mousse onto the roots, the mousse onto the roots, 
keeping the middle and keeping the middle and keeping the middle and 
ends of the hair clean and ends of the hair clean and ends of the hair clean and 
natural.

STEP 2
Create a natural, low parting Create a natural, low parting Create a natural, low parting 
in the hair and then, using in the hair and then, using in the hair and then, using 
a medium round bristle a medium round bristle a medium round bristle 
brush, blowdry the hair brush, blowdry the hair brush, blowdry the hair 
smooth with a natural smooth with a natural smooth with a natural 

STEP 3 
To add a bit more character, To add a bit more character, 
secure either side of the secure either side of the 

hair with a bobby pin.hair with a bobby pin.

STEP 4 
If needed, lightly coat with If needed, lightly coat with 
Catwalk Work It Hairspray.Catwalk Work It Hairspray.

STEP 1
On dry hair, apply Catwalk Root 
Boost to the roots only. Use 

a colouring brush to paint 
the mousse onto the roots, 
keeping the middle and 
ends of the hair clean and 
natural.

STEP 2
Create a natural, low parting 
in the hair and then, using 
a medium round bristle 
brush, blowdry the hair 
smooth with a natural 
fi nish.

STEP 3 
To add a bit more character, 
secure either side of the 

hair with a bobby pin.

STEP 4 
If needed, lightly coat with 
Catwalk Work It Hairspray.

“For Antipodium SS14, Nick 
Irwin and the team created 
‘sweater hair’—a blowdry 

naturally/ruffled by static. Use 
Root Boost for volume and 

height at the roots, and finish
with the lightest coating of  

Work It Hairspray.”
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revivalREGAL

Vivienne Westwood
, courtesy of ghd

It’s the next generation goddess.
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“Apply base and use a cream blush to 
give colour to the cheeks. Then apply 
a reddish dark plum colour to the 
lips,” says makeup artist Lauren 
Mathis. 

“Mix Fardel Water 
Colour Cream from 
Screenface with a 
small amount of 
water to make the 
consistency more 
runny, then use a 
paint brush and 
fl ick onto the 
face to give 
the splattered 
effect.”

Haute Coiffure
STEP 1: Using a ghd tail 
comb, section the hairline from 
temple to temple, leaving a soft airy 
section around the edge of the hair.

STEP 2: Gather the rest of hair 
into a high pony and use a ghd oval 
dressing brush to smooth, for a sleek 
fi nish before securing with an elastic. 

STEP 3: Take small sections of 
the pony and wrap around your fi nger 
one at a time. Using the ghd eclipse 
styler, close onto the curl and hold for 

fi ve seconds, then pin and leave to cool.

STEP 4: Release the pins and brush 
through the hair to free all movement and 
soften curls. Backcomb the roots using 
the tail comb to create extra volume and 
texture.

STEP 5: Taking small sections, pin 
and tease the hair forward and upwards 
creating a tiara-shaped headdress with 
hair piled high. Spray ghd fi nal fi x hairspray 
liberally until almost wet and wrap with a 
hairnet.

STEP 6: Using ghd air hairdryer set 
the shape in place using the cold shot 
button. Finally run the ghd eclipse styler 
over the remaining underneath hair for a 
wispy fi nish.

Complete the look

YOU’LL NEED
ghd eclipse, ghd air, 
ghd tail comb and oval 
dressing brush, ghd 
fi nal fi x hairspray, 
pins and an elastic
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STEP 1: Work Tecni Art Pli into the 
hair section by section and tease dry using 
fi ngers.

STEP 2: Once dry, leave almost 
untouched to avoid creating too much 
movement.

STEP 3: Part fringe in the centre and 
pull back behind ears into two loops.

STEP 4: Secure loops with visible 
bobby pins to represent a youthful look.

“For glowing skin apply Laura Mercier 
Illuminating Tinted Glow. If the skin is oily 
or your client has breakouts recommend 
a matte fi nish and tell them to apply 
highlighter on their cheekbones and under 
their brows,” says Lauren Mathis. 

She adds: “Gently dab MAC Saint Germain 
lip colour on but remember that less is 
more.”

YOU’LL NEED
Tecni Art Pli, hairdryer, 
brush and bobby pins

Haute Coiffure

Complete the look

She adds: “Gently dab MAC Saint Germain 

Tecni Art Pli, hairdryer, 
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character
KOOKY

Peter Pilotto, courtesy of L’Oréal Professionnel 

Eccentric loops add character to this centre parted ‘do.
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kolourKOOL

Ashish, courtesy 
of L’Oréal Profes

sionnel

Colour block stripes nod to African inspired pattern formations.
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STEP 1: Use L’Oréal Professionnel 
Mythic Oil Milk to prep and nourish hair 
extensions then tape into sections of 
varying width to create the template for 
colour block stripes.

STEP 2: Prep roots with Tecni 
Art Volume Lift and Tecni Art Volume 
Architect on lengths for added texture.

STEP 3: Apply Mythic Oil to the ends 
to add shine.

STEP 4: Use a barrel tong to create a 
natural looking wave. 

STEP 5: Ensure wefts are placed high 
to show the vibrant colour blocking.

STEP 6: Lastly, tuck hair behind the 
ears to show off the patterns from the 
back and side.

“Using MAC liquid liner backtrack, apply 
all around the eye area and use your 
fi nger to smudge it in, – this will help heat 
the product allowing it to move. Then 
using a liner brush starting from the outer 
edge of the eye draw a fl ick,” Lauren 
Mathis explains.

“For the base use a tinted moisturiser like 
MAC Face & Body for instant glow then 
fi nish with a nude lip or a tinted balm.”

Complete the look

Haute Coiffure

YOU’LL NEED
L’Oréal 
Professionnel 
Mythic Oil Milk, 
Tecni Art Volume 
Lift and Volume 
Architect, a 
barrel tong
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Haute Coiffure
STEP 1: Prep hair with Catwalk by 
TIGI Work It Hairspray and fl at iron back off 
the face to ensure a smooth, sleek fi nish.

STEP 2: Tightly pull hair into a pony at 
the crown, securing with an elastic while 
setting with Catwalk by TIGI Transforming 
Dry Shampoo.

STEP 3: Next, plait the pony and 
tightly twist into a bun, securing with pins.

STEP 4: Then, carefully place the 
head piece over the bun and secure with 
pins, setting the fi nal look with additional 
Work It Hairspray.

STEP 5: Lastly, spray the sides of 
the head with Catwalk Work It Hairspray 
so the sides of the head have the 
same high shine fi nish as the head 
piece.

“To recreate this eye look you need to 
use an eyeshadow primer, like Too Faced 
Eyeshadow Insurance, under your shadow 
for dense long-lasting colour. Urban Decay 
Pencil Liners have good pigment and lots 
of colours to choose from,” tips 
Lauren Mathis.

YOU’LL NEED
Catwalk by TIGI 
Work It Hairspray 
and Transforming 
Dry Shampoo, 
a fl at iron, an 
elastic and pins

Complete the look
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+dramaSHINE

Blonds, courtesy of TIGI

The exaggerated hair at Blonds was as bold as the collection.
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Backstage it’s products galore so we’ve 
picked the latest and greatest to help 
you achieve this season’s key looks.

product 
spotlight

Wella 
Professionals 
Firm Hold Gel
RRP: £18
wella.com

Schwarzkopf Professional 
OSiS+ 

Dust It Flex 
RRP: £13.25

schwarzkopf-professional.co.uk

label.m 
Twisted U-pins
RRP: £2.75
labelm.co.uk

L’Oréal Professionnel 
Mythic Oil
RRP: £15.95

lorealprofessionnel.co.uk

KentSalon 
KS02 The Curved 

Vent Styling
RRP: £20

kentsalon.co.uk

Davines More Inside Medium 
Hold Modelling Gel

RRP: £14.50  davines.com

Catwalk by TIGI
Work It Hairspray 
RRP: £12.95
catwalkbytigi.com
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products

Schwarzkopf Professional
Flexible Hold Mousse

RRP: £7.80
schwarzkopf-professional.co.uk

Ashley Isham, courtesy of Toni&Guy

Aveda 
Dry Remedy 
Moisturising 
Oil
RRP: £17.50
aveda.co.uk

Aveda 
Pure-Formance
 Firm Hold Gel

RRP: £18
aveda.co.uk

Aveda
 Firm Hold Gel

RRP: £18
aveda.co.uk

Schwarzkopf Professional 
OSiS+ 

Firm Hold Gel
RRP: £18

schwarzkopf-professional.co.uk

Schwarzkopf Professional 
OSiS+ 

Dust It Flex 
RRP: £13.25

schwarzkopf-professional.co.uk

L’Oréal Professionnel 
Hair Chalk
RRP: £15
lorealprofessionnel.co.uk

Balmain 
Double Hair Ombre 

Extensions
RRP: £149.95

balmainhair.co.uk

L’Oréal Professionnel 
Mythic Oil
RRP: £15.95

lorealprofessionnel.co.uk

ghd Style
Final Shine Spray

RRP: £9.95
ghdhair.com
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Jean-Paul Lespagnard, courtesy of TIGI

label.m 
Resurrection 
Style Dust
RRP: £10

labelm.co.uk

KMS 
Tamefrizz Taming Creme

RRP: £14.50
kmscalifornia.com

label. m 
Advanced Pro Curling Wand
RRP: £49.95
labelm.co.uk

Bumble and Bumble 
Cityswept Finish

RRP: £21.50
bumbleandbumble.co.uk

Catwalk by TIGI
Blow out Balm
RRP: £14.95

catwalkbytigi.com

Hairplay Sea 
Salt Spray

RRP: £15.50
kmscalifornia.com

ghd Style
Root Lift Spray
RRP: £12.95
ghdhair.com

L’Oréal 
TecniArt Pli Shaper
RRP: £12.60
lorealprofessionnel.co.uk
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products

label.m 
Resurrection 
Style Dust
RRP: £10

labelm.co.uk

label.m 
Bungee Hooks
RRP: £4.99
labelm.co.uk

KMS 
Tamefrizz Taming Creme

RRP: £14.50
kmscalifornia.com

L’Oréal 
TecniArt Fix Design

RRP: £10.30
lorealprofessionnel.co.uk

Wella Professionals 
Enrich Shampoo 
and Conditioner
RRP: £9.70 each

wella.com

L’Oréal 
TecniArt Pli Shaper
RRP: £12.60
lorealprofessionnel.co.uk

ghd Style
Total Volume
Foam
RRP: £14.95
ghdhair.com

Jean-Paul Lespagnard, courtesy of TIGI
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1/MAXFACTOR CC CREAM, £9.99, MAXFACTOR.CO.UK 

2/BOURJOIS MAGIC NAIL POLISH REMOVER, £4.99,
 BOURJOIS.CO.UK

3/ORLY NAIL POLISH IN CHEEKY, £10.25, 
GRAFTONSBEAUTY.CO.UK

4/ORLY NAIL POLISH IN FIRST BLUSH, £10.25, 
GRAFTONSBEAUTY.CO.UK

5/HD BROWS BROW BEATER, £14.95, HDBROWS.COM

6/MAX FACTOR CLUMP DEFY VOLUMISING MASCARA, 
£10.99, MAXFACTOR.CO.UK

7/AVEDA PETAL ESSENCE SINGLE EYE COLORS IN 
SEAFOAM, £12, AVEDA.CO.UK

8/AVEDA NOURISH-MINT SMOOTHING LIP COLOR IN 
PERUVIAN LILY, £13, AVEDA.CO.UK

9/AVEDA NOURISH-MINT SHEER MINERAL LIP COLOR IN 
SHEER MUSCADINE, £13, AVEDA.CO.UK

10/REVLON PHOTOREADY CREME BLUSH CORAL REEF, 
£8.99, REVLON.CO.UK

11/AVEDA PETAL ESSENCE EYE DEFINER IN GRAPHITE, 
£14, AVEDA.CO.UK

12/AVEDA NOURISH-MINT REHYDRATING LIP LINER IN 
CACTUS BLOSSOM, £14.50, AVEDA.CO.UK

13/GARNIER MICELLAR CLEANSING WATER, £4.99, 
GARNIER.CO.UK

14/BOURJOIS KOHL,£4.99, BOURJOIS.CO.UK

P
inghe, courtesy of Toni&

G
uy
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The lippy, eye paint 
and foundation to 
coordinate with 
the hottest hair

 trends. 
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       the details
See what add-ons will be trending 

for spring summer.
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Imagery supplied by show sponsors TIGI, Wella Professionals, L’Oréal Professionnel, Redken, Toni&Guy and Aveda
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p.s.we loved

We love the 
fl ourescents

Yohji
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> > > > > >

What a dude!

Sacha – you wear
the stress of backstage

very well indeed
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> > > > > >

Green with 
envy

Fumble in the garden?
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Go bold 
for spring summer

Go bold 
for spring summerfor spring summer

You can never 
have too
many pins 

Toni&Guy
stylists were
on-hand to

style strssed
out journos

at Somerset House
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> > > > > >

Ladies in waiting

> > > > > >

Lovin’ the Queen 
Liz-inspired
face paint
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Party time

‘tis the 
season

of bold corals
and scarlett reds

Strike a
pose
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stockists
Catwalk is filled with fabulous styling goodies used to create

Catwalk is filled with fabulous styling goodies used to create

this season’s trends.  Find out where to get them, here.

a
Aveda
aveda.co.uk

Affi nage
affi nage.com

b
Balmain Hair
balmainhair.co.uk

Bumble and Bumble
bumbleandbumble.co.uk

d
Davines
davines.com

f
Fudge 
fudge.com

g
Ghd
ghdhair.com

Goldwell 
facebook.com/GoldwellUK

i
Indola
indola.com

k
KMS California
kmscalifornia.com

l
Label.m
labelm.co.uk

La Biosthetique
biosthetique.co.uk

L’Oréal Professionnel 
lorealprofessionnel.co.uk

m
Milk_shake
z-oneconcept.com

o
Osmo
osmo.uk.com

r
Redken
redken.co.uk 

Revlon Professional
0208 399 5624

s
Sebastian Professional
sebastianprofessional.com

Schwarzkopf Professional
schwarzkopf-rofessional.co.uk 

System Professional
systemprofessional.co.uk

t
Tigi
tigihaircare.com

w
Wella Professionals
wella.com 
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catwalk s/s 14
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